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The prospect of global collection and convergence of
personal financial information has profound implications
for individual privacy. Allied to other plans for the comprehensive surveillance of individuals now underway in
the post September 11 world, the plans for financial information exchange are having a seminal impact on
broader society.

Emerging plans for tax information exchange have
been thrown into disarray by extraordinary developments in the recent negotiations over the E.U. Savings
Tax Directive. Despite a commitment in principle to
information exchange as the ultimate objective of E.U.
plans for policing tax compliance, Swiss insistence on
preserving banking secrecy has led to a temporary
(and possibly permanent) exemption from information exchange obligations being granted to Switzerland, Luxembourg, Austria and Belgium by E.U.
Member States.
All states concerned (i.e., those granting and those
given an exemption from information exchange) are
members of the Organisation for Economic Co-Operation and Development, yet the OECD has threatened
draconian sanctions for non-member jurisdictions
which are not committed to information exchange in
its own parallel program. OECD assurances that it
would ensure adherence to similar standards by its
own Member States1 are now in doubt, and the threatened sanctions for non-member jurisdictions are now
inconceivable. The OECD’s programme for tax information exchange is in jeopardy.
Having found that a number of OECD Member
States have evident reservations about tax information
exchange there is an understandable temptation for
the smaller offshore jurisdictions to resile from similar
commitments to tax information exchange made to
meet the OECD’s February 2002 deadline. However,
the OECD’s project for information exchange is too
important to fail. Greater information exchange is inevitable in an interdependent world. Small jurisdictions which are insensitive to the need to assist the
larger countries (on which their ability to do business
depends) risk further confrontations ahead.
Despite concerns over process the OECD deserves
credit for its pioneering policy work on the need for
greater co-operation in a global world. The European
Union has also contributed to policy design, but its
proposal for automatic provision of data is intrusive and
indiscriminate. The OECD’s approach-information
exchange on request – has the potential to strike a more
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appropriate balance between the needs of law enforcement and an individual’s right to reasonable privacy.
The initial OECD engagement with non-member jurisdictions was clumsy and aggressive. The dialogue between OECD and the offshore centres had become
increasingly constructive until the recent E.U. developments. The E.U. developments mean that threats
will not secure the further co-operation that OECD
needs at this stage. A reformed process for change
which gives the offshore centres a positive stake in the
outcome is now essential to make further progress on
information exchange.
This paper considers the current state of play in the
complex and overlapping demands for increased exchange of information to police tax compliance. Recent developments in OECD and E.U. initiatives on
information exchange are outlined and considered.
Proposals are tabled for a constructive outcome leading out of the current impasse.
I. Offshore Centres
No longer the fiscal pirates of John Grisham thrillers, the smaller offshore centres have grown up. As little as five years ago most such centres were marginal
players, operating on the periphery of the world financial system. Initially reluctant offshore centres have
now engaged with agencies such as the OECD, the Financial Action Task Force (FATF) and the International Monetary Fund (IMF) to adopt global standards
for regulation, and have become increasingly drawn
into mainstream global finance.
To avoid confusion, this paper uses the term “offshore centre” in a conventional way, to describe the
smaller international financial centres. In reality, however, “offshore” is a concept more appropriately defined not by whether a financial centre is large or
small, but rather by whether the financial service is
provided to a client residing outside the supplying jurisdiction. Tax-free facilities for cross-border financial
services to attract non-resident clients (such as no tax
on bank deposits, investment management or bonds)
are common both in small jurisdictions and in the major developed countries in the world.2 Thus, London,
Tokyo and New York control, between them, nearly 60
percent of the global market for offshore services.
Taking into account the additional activity in other
OECD Member States, OECD jurisdictions control 80
percent of the international market for such services.3
To be effective, regulatory initiatives must take into
account the fact that tax-free facilities and regulatory
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concessions exist to attract offshore clients in both
large and small offshore centres.4 Without a common
standard, bad business will simply move to poorly regulated centres. Both OECD and FATF recognised this
from the outset, and insisted that non-members join
their programmes.
Initially reluctant offshore centres have now made
significant adjustments in their financial services regimes to engage in the global fight against money
laundering and terrorism. Indeed, the work of the Financial Action Task Force with the small offshore centres in these areas has been so successful that the
regulatory regimes in such centres now exceed the
standards extant in the financial centres in the large industrialised states.5
The initial caution of the smaller offshore centres
arose from concerns that gateways established for
money laundering data would lead to use of such information for other purposes, including tax enforcement. The pitched battle fought over the Savings Tax
Directive, discussed below, leaves no doubt that large
countries also see that tax information exchange is
fundamentally different from exchange of financial information for other serious criminal purposes. Why is
this so?
II. Unilateral Assistance with Cross-Border
Enforcement of Taxes
Tax evasion is a crime. Conduct that encourages, facilitates or is oblivious to tax evasion in another jurisdiction is morally reprehensible. It is not, however, self
evident that condemnation of foreign tax evasion implies an obligation on any jurisdiction to establish infrastructure to track and exchange data (without
recompense) to deal with tax enforcement failures at
home in other countries.
International law supports this view, and establishes
no unilateral obligation on a jurisdiction to help another to collect taxes. Countries do aid each other with
extraterritorial enforcement through consensual processes. Bilateral tax treaties, for example, often include
provision for exchange of information to assist with
the enforcement of taxes imposed by the contracting
states. However, such agreements seldom require a jurisdiction to establish additional rules or infrastructure to enforce the taxes of others. The notion that a
country can be obligated to establish infrastructure to
provide unilateral assistance to help another enforce
taxes – the premise of the OECD Harmful Tax Practices Project – is an entirely novel concept in international law.
Crucially, the OECD accepts that offshore centres
are free to operate income tax-free fiscal regimes.6
High tax OECD regimes deserve similar tolerance
from offshore centres. This means, at minimum, that
as long as such mutual respect for different systems of
taxation exists, service providers in offshore centres
ought not to undermine high tax OECD regimes by inviting tax evaders to seek refuge in confidential offshore financial structures.
Offshore centres rely on access to foreign markets to
conduct a local financial services industry much larger
than that which could be supported by domestic de-

mand. Accordingly, while the legal basis for OECD demands for tax information exchange is questionable, it
is not practical for an offshore centre to isolate itself
from outside pressure by unplugging from the international grid unless the centre is prepared to restrict the
local financial sector to the purely domestic environment, typically tiny markets in most offshore centres.
Accordingly, a negotiated compromise on sovereign
co-operation which balances the needs of both large
and small countries is the reasonable and pragmatic
outcome.7 What is the appropriate process to achieve
this result?
III. The Process for Change
Initiatives on information exchange have been actively promoted by the OECD, a 30-nation club with
membership restricted to the principal developed
countries in the world. OECD has been the leading
supranational agency in policy development on information exchange and led the charge with its groundbreaking 1998 study entitled Harmful Tax Competition:
An Emerging Global Issue. Until the recent surprise upset
in the E.U. Savings Tax Directive negotiations, the
OECD had achieved considerable success in seeking
co-operation on tax information exchange from its
own members as well as from governments of a number of the offshore financial centres established in
non-member states.
The FATF, a sister agency to the OECD housed in
OECD offices in Paris, has mounted a campaign with
complementary objectives to combat money laundering and terrorist financing. A number of other bodies
including the Financial Stability Forum, the International Monetary Fund, the United Nations and the
European Union have pursued similar initiatives to
promote “transparency” in the world’s financial
system.
The agencies controlling the process for change
have overlapping membership, and so represent essentially the same sovereign actors operating through
different fora. With the exception of the IMF and the
UN, these bodies have limited and exclusive membership, and so comprise only the larger countries in the
international financial services industry.8
Smaller jurisdictions not represented in the agencies promoting cross-border information exchange
have concerns about a process for change where the
dominant participants in the game are both players
and referees. These suspicions were launched at the
outset by the OECD’s confrontational approach with
non-member jurisdictions. Thus, the OECD demanded higher standards from non-members than
those agreed within its own group. The OECD also
confined discussion over information exchange to its
own members, and conceded the right to (limited)
participation in discussion about policies only to those
non-members who had already committed in principle
to it. Carrots were in short supply for those without a
seat at the table; instead, draconian “defensive measures” were threatened for non-members who refused
to commit to the OECD’s broad and unspecified
programme for information exchange.
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The OECD process has been dogged by dissent
within its own membership, fuelling “level playing
field” concerns by non-Member States. Two member
countries, Luxembourg and Switzerland have consistently dissented from the OECD reports on the Harmful Tax Practices Project. In addition, although the
U.S. federal government has always committed in principle, many of the commitment obligations are within
state jurisdiction and obligations relating to enhanced
transparency have been frequently ignored at that
level of government. Service providers in U.S. states
have now significantly expanded marketing of anonymous corporate structures to fill the void created by
offshore jurisdictions exiting the area under OECD
pressure.9
The OECD has dismissed these derelictions
amongst its membership, noting that “most” of its
Member States have accepted their principles for information exchange. However, the dissenting states –
Switzerland, Luxembourg and states within the United
States – are the main OECD competitors in the market
for offshore services and account for most of the tax
neutral structures run onshore within OECD states.
Taking this into account, the OECD’s process to date
has arguably yielded results that are more apparent
than real. Such issues have fanned the competitive
concerns of non-member jurisdictions.
IV. European Union Initiatives on Information
Exchange
E.U. jurisdictions face fiscal pressures as a result of
unfunded public sector pension obligations and an
uncompetitive level of social security spending. Germany, for example, has an extensive welfare system sustained by some of the highest taxes and social security
contributions of any major industrialised state. OECD
figures show that pensions in Germany take up 12 percent of GDP, as contrasted with just over 4 percent in
the United States and Britain.10
High levels of existing taxation and the prospect of
further increases have prompted fears by E.U. governments that mobile capital will leave their jurisdictions.
Accordingly, some E.U. states have lobbied for co-ordination of tax policies, or at the very least, enhanced
monitoring of cross-border payments of interest to police tax compliance with an E.U.-resident investor’s
home country rules.11
The European Union now accepts that full co-ordination of tax policies is not politically viable. Accordingly, it has abandoned, for the time being at least,
plans to promote full tax harmonisation amongst its
members.12
Demands for a single E.U. system of withholding tax
date back to 1989; that proposal died when it failed to
achieve the required unanimous consent. Recent history in E.U. tax co-ordination started with a meeting of
E.U. Finance Ministers at Verona in April 1996, which
proposed a new and comprehensive “global” view of
direct taxation policy. These plans culminated in proposals in November 1997 promoting a package of measures with the following elements:
● a “code of conduct” to eliminate harmful business tax regimes;
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●
●

new rules to ensure minimum taxation of
cross-border savings income; and
proposals to eliminate source taxation on
cross-border payments of interest and royalties
between associated companies.

A. Code of Conduct For Business Taxation
The Code of Conduct for Business Taxation is not legally binding, but puts political pressure on Member
States to roll back existing tax measures designated as
“harmful tax competition” and to refrain from introducing any new harmful measures. A Working Group
on the subject chaired by U.K. Paymaster General
Dawn Primarolo was established in March 1998 and reported on February 29, 2000. The Working Group considered hundreds of potentially harmful tax measures,
ultimately targeting more than 60 measures.13 These
were proposed to be dismantled by January 1, 2003,
with benefits running out by the end of 2005. However,
the ECOFIN Council agreed to an extension of benefits beyond 2005 in respect of certain tax measures at a
meeting on March 19, 2003.
B. Taxation of Savings
Following intensive and occasionally acrimonious
discussions the E.U. agreement on the taxation of
cross-border payments of interest was finally settled on
June 3, 2003. The Directive will have a major impact on
the entire financial services industry throughout the
European Union and in Switzerland. Although the Directive will apply only to interest paid to individuals, financial institutions will have to monitor all interest
payments so they know when to apply the Directive.
Initial proposals provided for a “co-existence”
model, permitting E.U. states to choose to apply either
withholding tax or information exchange to cross-border interest payments to E.U. residents. Following a
concerted lobby effort by the United Kingdom (directed at preserving the London-based Eurobond
market), member states agreed that automatic exchange of information, rather than withholding tax,
was the ultimate objective of the E.U. approach to policing the taxation of savings. This initial accord,
termed the Feira Agreement, was concluded by the European Union at its meeting in Portugal in June 2000.
Although the agreement provided that all Member
States would ultimately be expected to exchange information on cross-border interest payments, it was
agreed that a withholding tax system could be operated by a limited number of member states, for a transitional period only.
In order to avoid migration of banking business to
close competitors outside the European Union, the
Feira Agreement required that the European Union
seek the adoption of “equivalent measures” by listed
non-member countries, including the United States,
Switzerland, Andorra, Liechtenstein, Monaco, San
Marino and most of the dependent territories of E.U.
Member States.14
The E.U. negotiations with Switzerland were protracted, with Switzerland refusing to compromise bank
secrecy. The (very public) row between Switzerland
and the European Union was closely watched by the
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offshore centres, who had already committed to information exchange based on OECD assurances that the
OECD would require Switzerland to apply similar standards. Faced with Swiss intransigence and the possible
collapse of the Savings Directive, the European Union
reluctantly agreed to accept a Swiss offer to impose a
withholding tax in lieu of information exchange. Austria, Belgium and Luxembourg, never comfortable
with the information exchange plan in the Feira
Agreement, also then demanded the right to limit
their obligations to withholding tax until a change in
Swiss policy.
The United States indicated a willingness to engage
in information exchange pursuant to bilateral tax treaties, but has rejected a requirement to collect comprehensive information routinely in order to conduct
automatic exchange. Sensing that pressure on the
United States on this point would be futile, the European Union quietly declared that the U.S. approach
constituted “equivalent measures”.
Negotiations with the U.K.’s dependent territories
have also hit some bumps in the road, and are not over
yet. The U.K.’s dependent territories have differing
constitutional arrangements, but most enjoy effective
control over domestic fiscal matters, while their foreign affairs are generally a U.K. prerogative. A number
of the dependent territories were vexed to find that the
United Kingdom promised its E.U. partners in their internal negotiations that the United Kingdom would secure their consent to the application of the Savings Tax
Directive, without their prior agreement. As one commentator put it:
Those constitutionally entrusted with advancing the interests of the Dependent Territories
[i.e., the U.K. Government] appear to regard the
Dependent Territories as no more than a chip to
be brought to the table in an effort to avoid the
imposition of withholding tax on the City of London eurobond market.15
The Cayman Islands challenged the E.U. right to impose an obligation on the territory to implement the
Savings Tax Directive before Cayman’s participation in
an E.U. Commission Working Party on the subject.
The European Court of Justice dismissed the Cayman
action in late March 2003, on the basis of a decision
that the European Union has no jurisdiction over
Cayman. Cayman issued a press release indicating satisfaction with the outcome, in that the decision confirmed that the question of whether the United
Kingdom could constitutionally impose the Directive
on Cayman fell to be determined exclusively under the
terms of the relationship between the UK and Cayman.
This deprived the United Kingdom of a politically expedient argument that the United Kingdom was mandated to impose the Directive on Cayman pursuant to
E.U. law.
The main elements of the emerging Directive,16 finally agreed on June 3, 2003, areas follows:
● the Directive is limited to the savings income of
E.U.-resident individuals. It is not applicable to
trusts or companies, except where these entities
are functioning as nominees for individuals;

the Directive applies to interest only though not,
apparently, interest arising from insurance products and derivative contracts. Redemptions of
debt instruments and bond funds are characterised as interest in certain circumstances;
● Austria, Belgium and Luxembourg are allowed to
levy withholding tax, in lieu of exchanging information. The rate of withholding tax is 15 percent
from 2005, rising to 25 percent in 2007 and 35
percent in 2010. 25 percent of the proceeds collected are retained by the payor state, with 75 percent being remitted to the individual’s country of
residence;
● third countries outside the E.U. participating in
the Directive effectively have a choice of applying
withholding tax or exchanging information. Switzerland will apply withholding tax; and
● Austria, Belgium and Luxembourg are no longer
committed to automatic exchange of information after 2010. This requirement is now made
conditional on the E.U. securing agreement from
Switzerland and the United States (as well as
Liechtenstein, San Marino, Monaco and Andorra) to exchange information on request.
The last point suggests the ultimate standard will
converge on information exchange on request, not automatic exchange. This has important implications for
the British Crown dependencies and Overseas Territories in making their own election between the withholding (retention) tax and information exchange.
Taking this and other commercial considerations into
account, the Crown Dependencies (Guernsey, Jersey
and the Isle of Man) have now opted for non-resident
withholding tax rather than information exchange.
The Caribbean dependent jurisdictions should consider, and insist on, their right to do likewise.
●

V. Implications of the Savings Directive for the
OECD Harmful Tax Practices Project
The OECD has sought to project different and
much more detailed information exchange obligations onto non-Member States than those agreed in
discussions with its own members. In pursuing commitments from non-members, the OECD was faced
with objections that OECD Member States had not
committed to the OECD programme in terms similar
to the commitments requested from outsiders. The
OECD provided assurances in response that most of its
own Member States had agreed in principle, and any
remaining anomalies would be ironed out in due
course. On this basis, 30 of the listed “tax havens” provided commitments to the OECD in the period up to
April 2002 to track data and exchange information for
tax enforcement purposes.17
All E.U. Member States are OECD Member States.
Accordingly, the outcome of the Savings Tax Directive
means that OECD now faces the embarrassment of
finding that its assurances of co-operation by its own
members in information exchange have now been
publicly contradicted by an emerging agreement in
which OECD states have effectively exempted other
OECD states from information exchange obligations
until at least 2010. Further, there is no assurance that
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the European Union will require its own members to
actually provide information at that stage – i.e., that
next step is now made conditional on negotiations
with non-E.U. states.
The OECD may be expected to take the position
that the Savings Tax Directive and their Harmful Tax
Practices Project are separate initiatives and should be
seen as such. This is true at a technical level, of course,
as the Savings Tax Directive has (i) a scope restricted to
cross-border savings of the E.U.-resident individuals
and (ii) is concerned with automatic exchange of information (as against on request in the OECD initiative). However, the acrimonious climate in which the
discussions with OECD members took place makes
plain that it will not be easy to move particular OECD
states, including Switzerland, Luxembourg, Austria
and Belgium, on information exchange issues (i.e.,
they recognise the commercial significance of the
changes intended). The obvious nexus between the
two projects has been widely noted in the press, and
also acknowledged in the comments of Donald
Johnston, Secretary General of the OECD in his letter
to the European Commission (noted below). Accordingly, the contentious discussion in the E.U. Savings
Tax Directive negotiations does have, and is widely
seen as having, a critical impact on the prospects for
success of the OECD project.
Effective achievement of OECD objectives requires
that a level playing field applies to the regulation of all
jurisdictions providing facilities for mobile financial
services. Without this, business will simply migrate to
those jurisdictions overlooked or excused from compliance with the new rules. In such circumstances, it
would also be difficult to secure the trust and co-operation of the many jurisdictions which need to work together to reform the regulation of the international
financial system owing to competitive concerns.
Establishment of a level playing field requires that
all affected countries make identical, specifically enumerated commitments to change regulations in a
functionally equivalent manner, on the same timetable
and subject to the same consequences for non-performance. The OECD risked, and has now damaged, its
own credibility in demanding commitments from outsiders while it lacked similar commitments from key
members of its own group.
If the OECD is to get its project back on track, it must
secure commitments from all of its own member states
to match those sought and given by non-members. Unless the OECD can do this, which appears unlikely in
current circumstances, it will be difficult for it to restore credibility in its project. As Don Johnston, Secretary General of the OECD noted in a letter to the
European commission, leaked shortly before the initial E.U. decision on the Savings Tax Directive:
If some OECD countries were to receive more
favourable treatment as a result of the E.U. negotiations, this could lead [the offshore financial
centres] to withdraw their commitments.18
Although the discussion above focuses on developments in the European Union, there remain issues
elsewhere that need to be addressed to avoid displacement of business to other centres. Centres such as
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Hong Kong and Singapore do not appear on the
OECD tax haven list nor are they members of the
OECD. Their international financial services industries must be brought into the OECD project to create
a coherent global standard.
The U.S. position is also problematic, as that country perceives constitutional constraints in supervising
state governments. U.S. limited liability corporations
in Delaware (and most other U.S. states) are not subject to U.S. tax on non-U.S. income, and so are widely
used in the offshore world as a substitute for traditional tax-neutral companies. These companies are established with no disclosure of beneficial ownership
and have no ongoing requirements for producing financial information.19 U.S. state governments would
accordingly, be unable to provide information in respect of tax-free LLCs established in their jurisdictions
in a manner similar to that demanded from offshore
centres.20
VI. Implications of the Proposed Changes for
Personal Financial Privacy
Governments are demanding much greater access
to information to interdict criminal and terrorist activity. In the post September 11 world it has become unfashionable to resist this. This demand for more
information is styled, benignly, as “transparency” and
it is treated as a self-evidently desirable end. However,
it is dangerously unbalanced to seek law enforcement
objectives to the complete exclusion of competing
considerations in civil society, such as reasonable personal privacy. The new rules must also be designed to
ensure that the considerable costs and inherent dangers in the collection of information are proportionate
to the benefits associated with the activities being controlled and regulated.
The 1948 UN Declaration of Human rights recognises and protects privacy as a basic human right.21 The
complete record of an individual’s financial transactions – now sought on a global basis – forms a revealing
insight into the intimate details of one’s personal life.
The collection and sharing of such information and
the linkage of databases through the use of electronic
tools accordingly poses a serious threat to an individual’s fundamental right to reasonable privacy.
The OECD report on Improving Access to Bank Information for Tax Purposes contains informative insights
into the scope of existing financial disclosure in onshore countries. France, for example, requires financial institutions managing stocks, bonds or cash to
report to the Government on a monthly basis regarding the opening, modifications and closings of accounts of all kinds. This information is stored in a
central computerised database which is used by
French authorities for control and collection purposes. Four other OECD countries also maintain centralised databases, being Hungary, Korea, Norway and
Spain.22
Scepticism concerning the ability of governments to
resist the temptation to access information for unauthorised purposes is rife, particularly as there is, by
definition, no opportunity to monitor unauthorised
access. Affluent taxpayers in at least one major OECD
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country also fear that tax data is routinely sold to criminal gangs seeking targets for kidnapping. Global sharing of information means that criminal access can
occur at the weakest point of entry, multiplying the
risks associated with unauthorised disclosure.23
Existing information exchange programs and those
proposed often have inadequate safeguards against access to information by states with questionable human
rights records or poor security for taxpayer data. Legal
systems throughout the world also have widely differing penalties for tax evasion, money laundering and
other financial crimes. China, for example, recently
sentenced an individual to death for tax evasion.24 Information exchange programmes must take such differences into account to permit countries to choose
whether they will provide a jurisdiction with information that may lead to unauthorised disclosure or draconian penalties.
The problem of data leaks is not confined to tax administrations in smaller or less sophisticated countries.
For example, the IRS has been admonished by the U.S.
GAO for its failure to adequately secure access to its
electronic filing systems and the electronically transmitted tax return data those systems contain.25 Similarly, the U.K. press has recently reported accidental
and deliberate disclosures from confidential taxpayer
data maintained by Inland Revenue.26
The risks to personal privacy arising from the collection of financial information are disconcerting, even
while apparently sophisticated governments maintain
control of the information and apparatus. The prospect of abuse where these vast and globally converged
pools of information fall into the wrong hands en
masse or through ad hoc unauthorised access is truly
frightening. The drive for “transparency” must show
sensitivity to these competing considerations.
VII. Where to From Here?
It is inconceivable that the European Union would
have demanded commitments from third countries
that went beyond those agreed within its own member
group. Yet, this was the approach adopted by the
OECD in dealing with small non-member countries.
Threats and coercion applied to non-member states
were, and remain, completely inappropriate while
OECD’s own Member States refuse to endorse its project.27
OECD’s project is now in jeopardy because little effort has been expended in designing the approach to
include positive incentives for the offshore centres to
co-operate.28 With the risk of sanctions removed, why
should offshore centres continue to co-operate?
It is tempting for offshore centres to resile from
OECD commitments and stand back, awaiting OECD’s
next move. However, this approach would concede the
initiative back to OECD and raises the certainty of further confrontations ahead. Instead, offshore centres
should take the initiative now and take more control of
the process going forward.
Although the process for the OECD project is open to
considerable criticism, the underlying demand for
co-operation is reasonable. Offshore centres should
not expect unrestricted access to the banking and se-

curities markets of larger countries without recognising certain responsibilities in response. Indeed, the assumption of responsibilities by the offshore centres is
now resulting in a metamorphosis in their business
mix. Offshore centres are now positioned to reap the
benefits of a more seamless and complete integration
into the world financial economy.
Although change is disruptive and accordingly provokes consternation amongst the business community
in the offshore centres, the long term interests of these
smaller financial centres are best served by a co-operative relationship with the countries on whom their
business depends. It would be dangerous to discontinue the conversation about information exchange at
this stage, simply because the OECD is in a weakened
position.
The events of the last few years have persuaded most
offshore centres that they do have obligations to engage in some information exchange, even for tax enforcement purposes. Control over information
exchange and the processes adopted for achieving it
should now move out of the OECD and into the individual jurisdictions. Thus, offshore jurisdictions
should make provision, as a matter of domestic law, for
exchange of data in defined circumstances, just as Switzerland does.
Offshore centres should design this information exchange process to take their interests into account.29
For example, they should specify and require, as a condition of the provision of information, that those countries seeking it drop provisions in their domestic tax
codes that discriminate against tax havens, such as inclusion on black lists and the like. Standards adopted
by the offshore centres should no longer front run
those adopted in powerful competing financial centres in the larger countries. The smaller centres should
instead benchmark and keep pace with emerging standards applicable generally. This is what the larger centres do.
Although the smaller international financial centres as a group have been subject to common OECD
pressure, concerted action has been surprisingly limited. Offshore centres have had some difficulty in taming their competitive instincts, even where common
interests are at stake. Co-operation has also been inhibited by concerns about a lengthy spectrum of “quality”
amongst the smaller international financial centres.
Yet OECD also represents a wide spectrum, with membership including countries as different as France, Turkey, Mexico and New Zealand and still manages to
progress on a common agenda.
Prospects for co-operation amongst the international financial centres have improved with the formation of the International Tax and Investment
Organisation, which meets periodically to review matters of common concern. The ITIO is a grouping of 16
small and developing economies established in March
2001 to help form a common response to the global
tax and investment challenges.30 The international Society of Trust and Estate Practitioners representing industry professionals in financial centres around the
world has also taken important steps in promoting a
broad and constructive agenda for change.31
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Offshore centres should continue to pursue concerted action to control the agenda and still continue
to move forward in a co-operative fashion with the
larger countries. This would significantly reduce risk
of a future confrontation with OECD or its individual
sovereign members. This approach would also facilitate a broader public recognition of the intrinsic importance of tax neutral platforms, without confusing
the issue with parallel questions of whether small countries are co-operative members of the international
community.
VIII. Conclusion
The opportunity to participate in the markets of
other countries implies minimum standards of behaviour in order to justify access. Thus, powerful countries
can and do take the position that they can prevent or
restrict access to banking and securities markets for institutions and their clients in jurisdictions that are perceived to be poorly regulated or overly secretive.
Offshore centres now appreciate this reality, and seek
to contribute constructively to the process for change.
There remains, however, a perception that the significant progress made by offshore centres in implementing the new agenda has barely been publicly
acknowledged by those controlling the process for
change.32
If the OECD’s project is to move forward in a coherent fashion, it will be necessary to ensure that all financial centres are governed by the same rules. Failing
that, business will simply migrate to jurisdictions overlooked or excused from full compliance with the new
standards. This is particularly so in the case of powerful
jurisdictions well positioned to defend their exempted
status.
The design of any new rules must be created
through a process that includes the following
elements:
● establishment of a level playing field (i.e., all
countries must be subject to the same rules for
any given activity, implemented on the same
timetable with the same consequences for
non-co-operation);
● discussion and decision on policy must take place
in a universal forum which includes all affected
parties;
● appropriate regard must be paid to competing
considerations, such as reasonable financial privacy; and
● regulatory approaches should be proportionate
to the risk and benefits associated with the activity
being regulated.
The OECD is to be commended for stimulating the
debate on global financial transparency. It now needs
to pause to ensure common standards are applicable
to all countries, as gaps remain between the intentions
and implementation on a level playing field. Closing
such gaps, particularly amongst its own members, must
be a crucial aspect of OECD policy else the moral suasion on which it relies will be in jeopardy. If OECD
countries are committed to OECD objectives they
should lead by example; they cannot expect others to
march ahead of their own members.
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Offshore centres should use this “pause” in the
OECD project to seize the initiative and refashion the
approach to cross border co-operation on information
exchange in a manner which takes account of their
needs and interests. While the changes in the smaller
offshore centres have been disruptive and distracting,
in the long term their commercial interests are best
served by a co-operative relationship with the larger
countries on whom their ability to do business depends. There are many commercial advantages in a
more integrated, and fully negotiated, relationship
with the larger countries.
Offshore centres have proved to be nimble players
in adapting to change. They are now well positioned to
play to that strength.
IX. Appendix A:33 Case Study:
Delaware LLCs and Corporations
The United States of America is home to the largest
financial services markets in the world. It is a well regulated jurisdiction with a long history of leadership in
the regulation of financial services, and is a model for
other jurisdictions. However, state governments within
the United States are not parties to agreements struck
by the federal government within the OECD and other
supranational agencies. States within the United States
facilitate establishment of corporate entities, which do
not meet regulatory standards established by these
agencies.
The case study below refers to Delaware by way of illustration, though limited liability companies are available in virtually every state within the United States.
Typical regimes provide for shareholder anonymity
and no requirement for filing financial data. As the
case study below shows such data is also unlikely to be
available on investigation.
The single member Delaware LLC competes directly with an International Business Company (IBC)
and is ubiquitous in the “offshore” world. There are
more than 300,000 corporations established in Delaware.34 Where the LLC is established by a non-U.S. person for non-U.S. activity, it is free from any U.S. tax
reporting exposures or filing requirements. No
changes increasing the regulation applicable to this vehicle paralleling those now applicable and proposed
for IBCs are in prospect for Delaware corporations.
Delaware law does not require the local corporate
service provider to obtain beneficial ownership information on establishment of the company; only the
name of the person requesting the company is required. In many cases, the “customer” requesting the
company will be a wholesaler of corporate shells located in another country so no data will be collected
on the beneficial owners.
Delaware LLCs can be formed in two hours for less
than US$100. The Delaware Government staffs its
corporate registry until midnight. The anonymity
conferred by a Delaware LLC is widely touted by
the private sector, including to non-U.S. clients.35
The website for the Secretary of State for Delaware
describes the jurisdiction as The Incorporating Capital of
the World.36
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Concerns arising from the use of Delaware corporations in the offshore market were authoritatively documented by the US General Accounting Office in a
report tabled in October 2000 entitled Suspicious
Banking Activities: Possible Money Laundering by U.S. Corporations Formed for Russian Entities (the “GAO Report”). The report was commissioned by Senator Carl
Levin as background research for the US Senate Commission on Suspicious Banking Activity. That Commission published a Report on Correspondent Banking in
February 2001 to focus public concern on the dangers
posed by poorly regulated offshore companies and
banks.37
The GAO Report detailed the establishment of Delaware corporations for 30 to 50 Moscow-based brokers
of corporate shells. The service provider, Euro-American Corporate Services Inc., sourced its business
through a Russian shareholder and director. The GAO
noted that this individual “had a close relationship
with companies associated with members of the former Soviet Union’s intelligence agency”.38 This Russian individual was also a director of a U.S. bank,
Commercial Bank of San Francisco. This U.S. financial
institution opened bank accounts for the Delaware
corporations established by Euro-American without
any independent due diligence.39
The GAO documented the establishment of more
than 2,000 Delaware companies for Russians over the
period from 1997 to 2000. The companies were
formed in blocks of 10 to 20 at a time, and sold to Russian corporate brokers, who sometimes sold the shell
companies to others who, according to the GAO Report, may also have sold them again.40 (There is no way
of knowing for certain.)
Euro-American rented an office in Delaware although no one physically occupied the premises. Telephone calls and mail were forwarded to an office of
Euro-American outside the state. Despite a presence in
the state described by Euro-American as a mere “formality”,41 the GAO was advised by an official of Delaware’s Division of Corporations that the virtual
presence complied with Euro-American’s obligations
as a Delware registered incorporation agent.42
The GAO notes that a Euro-American employee indicated that “Euro-American conducted no due diligence with respect to any company it incorporated
because state law does not require it”.43 Delaware law
requires no filing of financial information as a corporate matter, nor is any required for tax purposes, where
companies are not subject to U.S. tax.
Two U.S. banks opened a total of 236 bank accounts
for these companies with no due diligence beyond
Euro-American’s assurances that it had investigated
the companies. On investigation the GAO was informed that the bank accounts were used to “move
money over to Russia”.44 The GAO tracked $1.4 billion
wire transferred to such accounts, usually from outside
the United States. Most of the funds were transferred
out shortly after receipt to other foreign accounts. The
GAO concluded that “[t]hese banking activities raise
questions about whether the U.S. banks were used to
launder money”.45

No information of any kind was obtained about the
shareholders of the Delaware companies, and there
was no requirement to provide financial information.
There was no apparent prospect of retrieving such
data by an investigative system or in any other fashion,
since the chain of resellers and the ultimate user of the
company would be unknown to Euro-American in its
capacity as the Delaware service provider. In any event,
Euro-American maintained no substantive presence in
the State and was apparently not amenable to effective
supervision.
The absence of any of the elements of information
which the OECD insists must be available in offshore
centres was not confined to the Euro American case. It
is standard practice under Delaware’s current regime
for incorporation.
The GAO summarised their report on the Delaware
companies in question as follows:
It is relatively easy for foreign individuals or entities
to hide their identities while forming shell corporations that can be used for the purpose of laundering
money.46
Senator Carl Levin of Michigan, who chaired the
Senate Banking Commission and requested the GAO
Report was quoted in the Economist Magazine as having
said at the time that although America criticises other
countries for allowing the creation of corporations
with secret ownership, “we are basically doing the same
thing”. 47 Curiously, the formal Correspondent
Banking Report of the Senate Commission on Suspicious Banking Activity made no reference to the GAO
Report, despite its evident relevance.
1 In Towards World Tax Cooperation, OECD Observer (June
27, 2000) Jeffrey Owens, OECD Head of Fiscal Affairs
reviewed the OECD’s demands for transparency in
the Harmful Tax Competition initiative and stated:
“And let me emphasise that the same standards will
apply to all [OECD] member countries and
non-member countries”.
2 Services provided on tax neutral platforms include
the following:
● the establishment and administration of mutual
fund companies and trusts;
● investment management;
● banking facilities;
● structured debt and special purpose vehicles to
support capital markets transactions;
● structures for the management of political and
personal risk;
● special purpose vehicles for securitisations;
● insurance and reinsurance products;
● international employee stock option plans;
● deferred compensation and pension plans;
● international tax and estate planning; and
● shipping and aircraft financing structures.
3 See International Trade in Offshore Business Services: Can
Developing Countries Compete? by Rajiv Biswas in International Tax Competition, Globalisation and Fiscal
Sovereignty, edited by Rajiv Biswas (Commonwealth
Secretariat, 2002), p.112.
4 As the FSF (Report of the Working Group on Offshore Centres) notes at page 8, the growth of London as the largest offshore banking centre has been linked directly to
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regulations imposed on the U.S. banking sector: capital controls implemented through the Interest Equalisation Tax of 1964, the Foreign Credit and Exchange
Act of 1965, cash reserve requirements on deposits imposed in 1977 and a ceiling on time deposits in 1979.
By establishing foreign branches to which these regulations did not apply, U.S. banks were able to operate
in more cost-attractive environments.
See the comparative tables for standards of regulation
in OECD and non-OECD international financial centres in Towards a Level Playing Field: Regulating Corporate
Vehicles in Cross-Border Transactions, a review commissioned by the International Tax and Investment
Organisation and the Society of Trust and Estate Practitioners conducted by Stikeman Elliott, 2002 (see in
particular Appendices C-E).
Towards Global Tax Co-operation, June 26, 2000.
For a wide ranging and thoughtful consideration of
the rationale and need for greater government access
to taxpayer data in a globalising world see “Going,
Going, Gone… Global: A Canadian Perspective on International Tax Administration Issues in the Exchange of Information Age”, by Sarah K. McCracken,
Canadian Tax Journal 2002, Volume 50, No. 6, p.1869.
See Appendix B which sets out membership of Supranational Organisations
See Appendix A, which provides a case study on Delaware LLCs from “Towards a Level Playing Field: Regulating Corporate Vehicles in Cross-Border
Transactions”, a review commissioned by the International Tax and Investment Organisation and the Society of Trust and Estate Practitioners conducted by
Stikeman Elliott, 2002.
“Loosen up or lose out: Germany has far too many
rules and regulations” in The Economist magazine (December 7, 2002), at p. 10. For a review of OECD proposals for reform of the German social welfare state
see Germany: the Case for Reform in the OECD Observer,
May 2003 at p. 12.
For a comprehensive review of tax competition and
prospects for tax harmonisation in Europe see Tax
Competition in Europe, edited by Wolfgang SchÖn
(IBFD, 2003).
Tax Policy in the European Union – Priorities for the Years
Ahead – European Commission, May 23, 2001. The Report states, at paragraph 2.4, as follows:
It is clear that there is no need for an across the board
harmonisation of Member States’ tax systems. Provided that they respect Community rules, Member
States are free to choose the tax systems that they
consider most appropriate and according to their
preference.
Primarolo Group, Code of Conduct (Business Taxation), 9
March 2000.
Apparently in error, the draft Proposal on the Taxation of Savings Income published on July 18, 2001 referred to the Caribbean territories of the United
Kingdom, and so failed to impose an obligation to secure the consent of Bermuda.
See the discussion of these issues in The Supranational
Initiatives: the Hidden Agenda by Anthony Travers, Senior Partner of leading Cayman law firm Maples and
Calder at www.maplesandcalder.com/update
See the two-part piece entitled The E.U. Savings Directive and its Impact on the Banking Industry: by P. Gerrits,
M. Grob, S. Jarrett, M.J. Michaels and P. Marcovici of

Baker & McKenzie, Amsterdam, Zurich and Geneva
in Tax Planning International, July and August 2003,
for an informative review of the structure and operation of the Directive.
17 Six of the so-called “tax havens” committed to tax information exchange in the Spring of 2000. Most of
the remaining offshore centres classed by the OECD
as tax havens committed over the period from mid
February to mid April 2002. The later commitments
were conditional on the establishment of a level playing field for the regulation of financial services. The
accords concluded between OECD and the putative
tax havens also set out plans for the tracking and exchange of financial and beneficial ownership information with elements as follows:
● Criminal information exchange: All committing offshore centres agreed to adopt administrative procedures for the exchange of financial data by
2004, to be achieved through negotiated tax information agreements with OECD member
countries. Exchange (i.e. provision) of information will generally take place pursuant to specific
request only and subject to protections against
una ut hor i s e d di s c l os ur e or us e o f th e
information.
● Civil tax information exchange: All committing jurisdictions agreed to provide for administrative exchange of “civil” tax data by 2006. Once again,
this would be achieved through agreements negotiated with OECD member countries and limited to circumstances where there is a specific
request. The term “civil” was generally undefined
in the commitments.
● Access to ownership and financial data: Committing
jurisdictions generally agreed to ensure that information on the beneficial ownership of companies, partnerships, other legal entities and similar
information for trusts would be available to local
authorities and available for exchange. Most
commitments will effectively permit jurisdictions
to satisfy this commitment by ensuring that local
service providers have information available for
their governments on request.
● Filing and audit for financial data: All accords
made some reference to the filing and auditing of
data, though significant variations existed between the commitments on these points. The
OECD showed considerable flexibility on these
points in its “Global Forum” meeting in Cayman
in October 2002 with the committed non-member jurisdictions, now referred to by the OECD as
“participating partners”.
18 “Crackdown on Tax Cheats Could Backfire on the E.U.,”
International Herald Tribune, January 23, 2003, p. 1.
19 See the reference to the U.S. GAO Report on Suspicious Banking Activities: Possible Money Laundering by
U.S. Corporations Formed for Russian Entities below.
20 See the case study in Appendix A.
21 The UN Declaration of Human Rights 1948 recognises and protects privacy as a basic human right. Article 12 reads:
No one shall be subject to arbitrary interference with
his privacy, family, home or correspondence, nor to attacks upon his honour and reputation. Everyone has
the right to the protection of the law against such interference and attacks.
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22 Appendix, Section 3.1.2 of report on Improving Access
to Bank Information for Tax Purposes
23 A UN Report published in 1998 notes, alarmingly, that
in a part of the former Soviet Union (not an OECD
member), criminal gangs bought banks in order to
determine which families had bank accounts large
enough to make kidnapping worthwhile. United Nations Office for Drug Control and Crime Prevention
(UNODCCP), Financial Havens, Banking Secrecy and
Money-Laundering, Double issue 34 and 35 of the
Crime Prevention and Criminal Justice Newsletter,
and Issue 8 of the UNDCP Technical Services, 1998, p.
68.
24 www.amnesty.org.il/urgent/5201PRC.html, August 2001.
25 In a report dated February 2001 titled Information Security: IRS Electronic Filing Systems the GAO states at page 2:
We demonstrated that unauthorised individuals, both
internal and external to IRS, could have gained access
to IRS’ electronic filing systems and viewed and modified taxpayer data contained in those systems during
the 2000 tax filing season. We were able to gain such
access because the IRS at that time had not (1) effectively restricted external access to computers supporting the e-file program, (2) securely configured the
operating systems of its electronic filing systems, (3)
implemented adequate password management and
user account practices, (4) sufficiently restricted access to computer files and directories containing tax
return and other system data, or (5) used encryption
to protect tax return on e-file systems. Further, these
weaknesses jeopardised the security of sensitive business, financial and taxpayer data on other critical IRS
systems that were connected to e-file computers
through its servicewide network.
26 “Tax Records “for Sale” Scandal”, BBC News, January
16, 2003, available at www.bbcnews.co.uk and “Revenue Staff Selling Tax Secrets”, The Daily Telegraph, January 16, 2003.
27 Four of the OECD Member States (Switzerland, Luxembourg, Belgium and Portugal) refused to endorse
the latest OECD Report on the Harmful Tax Practices
(The 2001 Progress Report tabled November 14,
2001).
28 Historically many of the offshore centres benefited
from tax treaties extended to their parent jurisdiction. This policy, which created incentives for those
jurisdictions to be drawn into mainstream agreements
in international financial services, was abruptly terminated by a change in policy in the United States in
1982. This change in policy disenfranchised the offshore centres and incentivised them to compete as
no-tax centres with the onshore jurisdictions, since little else was on offer. More sympathetic policy at that
stage may well have avoided the current gap between
the objectives of OECD and non-OECD countries.
For a fascinating review of this policy shift and its implications see “The Outrageous History of the Caribbean Tax Treaties with OECD Member States” by
Marshall Langer in Tax Notes International, 10 June
2002, p.1205.
29 For an insightful review of negotiating strategies for
offshore centres see Issues Low Tax Regimes Should Raise
When Negotiating with the OECD by Bruce Zagaris, Tax
Notes International 523 (January 29, 2001).

30 ITIO currently comprises Anguilla, Antigua and
Barbuda, Bahamas, Barbados, Belize, British Virgin Islands, Cayman Islands, Cook Islands, Isle of Man, Malaysia, Panama, St Kitts and Nevis, St Lucia, St. Vincent
and the Grenadines, Turks and Caicos and Vanuatu.
31 ITIO and STEP worked together in commissioning
Towards A Level Playing Field: Regulating Corporate Vehicles in Cross-Border Transactions a review conducted by
Stikeman Elliott, 2002
32 See the discussion of these issues in The Supranational
Initiatives: the Hidden Agenda by Anthony Travers, Senior Partner of leading Cayman law firm Maples and
Calder at www.maplesandcalder.com/update.
33 Extracted, with some editing, from Towards a Level
Playing Field: Regulating Corporate Vehicles in Cross-Border
Transactions, a review commissioned by the International Tax and Investment Organisation and the Society of Trust and Estate Practitioners, conducted by
Stikeman Elliott, 2002.
34 www.state.de.us/corp
35 www.delcorp.com/ydecorp.htm and www.delawareinc.com/
llcintro.html.
36 www.state.de.us/sos/corp.htm. Delaware also has considerable appeal to United States and other OECD based
incorporators as well. Enron, for example, established 675 of its 2000 corporate vehicles in the state
(see “Delaware and Enron” by Brian Naylor, National
Public Radio, March 7, 2002.) Enron’s use of non-U.S.
companies has attracted much adverse media comment, though its numerous incorporations in Delaware appear to have largely escaped notice or
comment.
37 Minority Staff of the Permanent Subcommittee on Investigation, Report on Correspondent Banking: A Gateway
for Money Laundering, February 5, 2001.
38 GAO Report, p. 10
39 GAO Report, p. 11
40 GAO Report, p. 6
41 GAO Report, p. 7
42 GAO Report, p. 7
43 GAO Report, p. 7
44 GAO Report, p. 7
45 GAO Report, p. 2
46 GAO Report, p. 11
47 “Shell Games”, Economist Magazine, October 26, at
p. 99.
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Appendix B: Membership of supranational organisations
G7

OECD FATF

G7
Canada
X
X
France
X
X
Germany
X
X
Italy
X
X
Japan
X
X
United Kingdom
X
X
United States
X
X
OECD
Australia
X
Austria
X
Belgium
X
Czech Republic
X
Denmark
X
Finland
X
Greece
X
Hungary
X
Iceland
X
Ireland
X
Korea
X
Luxembourg
X
Mexico
X
Netherlands
X
New Zealand
X
Norway
X
Poland
X
Portugal
X
Slovak Republic
X
Spain
X
Sweden
X
Switzerland
X
Turkey
X
Non OECD Member Countries
Andorra
Anguilla
Antigua and Barbuda
Aruba
The Bahamas
Bahrain
Barbados
Belize
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FSF

IMF %
of total
votes

X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X

2.95
4.97
6.02
3.27
6.16
4.97
17.16

X
X
X

X

1.51
0.88
2.14
0.39
0.77
0.59
0.39
0.49
0.07
0.4
0.77
0.14
1.2
2.39
0.42
0.78
0.64
0.41
0.18
1.42
1.12
1.61
0.46

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X

0.02
0.07
0.07
0.04
0.02

G7

OECD FATF

FSF

Non OECD Member Countries (continued)
Bermuda
British Virgin Islands
Cayman Islands
Cook Islands
Costa Rica
Cyprus
Dominica
Gibraltar
Grenada
Guernsey
Hong Kong SAR
X
X
Isle of Man
Jersey
Labuan (Malaysia)
Lebanon
Liberia
Liechtenstein
Macau SAR
Maldives
Malta
Marshall Islands
Mauritius
Monaco
Montserrat
Nauru
Netherlands Antilles
Niue
Panama
St Kitts and Nevis
St Lucia
St Vincent & the
Grenadines
Samoa
San Marino
Seychelles
Singapore
Tonga
Turks & Caicos
US Virgin Islands
Vanuatu
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X

X

IMF %
of total
votes

0.09
0.08
0.02
0.02

0.11
0.04

0.02
0.06
0.01
0.06

0.11
0.02
0.02
0.02
0.02
0.02
0.02
0.41
0.01

0.02

